After years of plotting and scheming, the NCRC have finally
replaced our photo kiosk with the latest and greatest model
—the Kodak M1 Order Station. As well as offering new
features, it relieves some old ailments—in fact it takes all the
pain out of printing your photos from a mobile phone, or
selecting just a few photos from a large thumb drive.
The Kodak M1 makes prints in a range of new sizes, such as
square 15x15cm prints, and mini-photos like those below.
The NCRC team have been loving the new toy to play with
and discovering all the amazing things this new printer can
do. We believe this is the only photo kiosk in the Shire of
Manjimup—a pretty awesome asset for Northcliffe.
Left— A retro
Polaroid
format print
created by the
machine
(printed here at
actual size).
These are
$0.30 each*.
Photo books can also be printed with 10 pages for $15 for a 15 x
20cm photo book, or $6 for a 10x15cm book. The NCRC will wire
bind your Kodak photos to make the book, as part of this price.
15x20cm Calendars can be instantly created from your photos, and
then printed and bound into booklets (wire binding included).
You can collage and arrange several images into a single photo,
select photos with nifty borders, and add text to your photos.
Pictured below — reproduced at actual printed size, this ‘film
border’ montage (of outgoing trainee and CRC fave, Catrin) was
automatically created by the M1 kiosk (and would cost you 0.30c*).
Our Kodak M1 kiosk,
combined with the
Epson wide format
photo printer,
purchased just last year,
makes the Northcliffe
Community Resource
Centre the place to go
for all your
photography and
printing needs.
*a once off 0.50c admin surcharge applies each time you use the kiosk.


